Abstract -This paper contains some results on connected semirings and b-lattice semirings. We consider a connected semiring (s,+,.,0) 
I. INTRODUCTION
The notation of semiring was introduced by vandiver in 1934.The structure of semirings has been studied by so many authors. The theory of semirings and the theory of semigroups have considerable impact on the developments of the theory of semirings. It is observed that many researchers studied on different structures of semigroups. First of all we study variants of semigroup,it is developed by HickeyJ.B [2] and extend this vital information into the semirings. This approach construct a new algebraic structure of connected semirings. In this paper we presented that results on connected semirings and b-lattice semirings . The motivation of this paper due to the results of 
I.PRILIMINARIES
1.1 Definition : Let (S, .) be a semigroup and for any a in S. we define a binary operation (sandwich operation) "o" on the set S by xoy = xay where x, y S. Then S becomes a semigroup with respect to this operation. We denote it by (S, a) and we refer to (S, a) as a variant of (S, .) (or) a-connected semigroup.
Definition :
Let (S,+,.)be a semiring. For any aS consider the semigroup (S, a) defined as xoy = xay for x,y S then (S, +, ., o) is a semiring If (1) (S, a) is semigroup. (2) "o" distributes over addition i.e., xo(b+c) = xob+xoc and (b+c)ox = box+cox Here (S, +, ., o) is called a connected semiring. 
A semigroup is called weakly separative if for any x,y S x 2 =xy= y 2 implies x=y. Proof : Given that (S, +, ., o) is a connected semiring. Now S satisfies the identity x+y+xoy = x Clearly (S, +) is singular ie x+y = x If x+y+xoy = x x+y+xay = x x+xay = x xay = x (1+ay = ay) xoy = x (x+xay = xay)
Definition:

